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LCS: Evidence and Algorithms established

✓ Reduction of lung cancer mortality
✓ esp. in women
✓ Inclusion criteria 55-75 years
✓ Low dose CT
✓ 3D evaluation of nodules
✓ Algorithms for management (LungRads)

=> **Ready for implementation**
Nationwide LCS Programme: Croatia

✓ Official launch in Zagreb on January-14, 2020
✓ 16 sites throughout Croatia, central database
✓ Interrupted after earthquake on March-22
✓ And COVID-19
✓ Started on October-1, 2020

„Lung cancer does not kill if detected early“
Innovations

increase impact

overcome bottlenecks

tackle inequalities
Ultralow dose CT (Submillisievert)

- Dose negligible
- No long-term adverse effects

Artificial Intelligence: Images

Nodule detection and characterization, AI as a second reader

- Pre-fetch of relevant priors
- Automatic preprocessing of relevant algorithms
- Registration between studies from different time points
- Lung segmentation automatic results
- CAD for automatic nodule detection
- Semi-automatic nodule segmentation
- Automatic nodules matching between time points

Risk Prediction Calculator

Data integration (LungRADS)

Prefills based on nodules characteristics

Lung-RADS™ category and management suggestion

- Suggested Lung-RADS™ Category
- Category 4BC - Suspicious
- Findings for which additional diagnostic testing and/or tissue sampling is recommended

1% probability
11% probability
Artificial Intelligence: Data-driven Science

- Risk models
- Risk prediction calculator **nodule** and **individual**
- Individualized screening period and intervals
- Less overdignosis
- Register, QA
- Liquid and volatile biomarkers
Accessibility & Affordability

➢ Outreach
➢ Clear language and terminology
➢ Minimize stigma
➢ Shared decision making
➢ Benefits and harms
➢ Cost effectiveness
Downstream Workflow and Treatment Options

➢ **Integration** of screening and healthcare system (IT)

➢ **Multidisciplinary** nodule and tumor boards

➢ Re-evaluation of **treatment** options for stage 1 lung cancer:
  - lung sparing surgery, stereotactic radiation, ablation

➢ **Comorbidities**, incidentals
Lung Cancer Screening

➢ **Accomplished**: reduction of lung cancer mortality

➢ **Unmet need**: longer survival with lung cancer

➢ **Expected**: Quantum leap in technology: ultra low dose, data, AI

➢ **Required**: awareness and accessibility

➢ **Data and IT integration**